
hula hooping  
THE  
NO-EXERCISE 
EXERCISE

This childhood favourite is 
making a grown-up comeback  
as a total body workout with a  
real fun factor, says Laura Day 

and the heavier the hoop, the 

easier it is to maintain spin. 

‘We use hoops weighing up 

to 1.4kg for the core, and 

lighter hoops for arm or leg 

work,’ says Anna. ‘If you’re 

struggling, it’s not you – it’s 

the hoop. But if you can hoop 

with a light one, consider 

yourself an amazing hooper.’

WHAT DOES 
RESEARCH SAY?
So far, there’s only a small 

body of research into the 

benefits of hooping, but one 

study by the American 

Council of Exercise found it 

was as good a cardio workout 

as bootcamp, kickboxing and 

step aerobics. The researchers 

said hooping could improve 

flexibility and balance, too. It’s 

encouraging but, frankly, after 

experiencing my first class,  

I didn’t need research to tell 

me it was a good workout…

LOOK, NO HANDS
It’s straight into it when I turn 

up. Our instructor Shakira 

gets us going with the starting 

posture of one foot forward, 

swinging the hoop to the 

side, then rocking your hips 

backwards and forwards.  

This foot placement really 

determines whether your 

hoop flies or falls. 

We stay in this position for 

a couple of minutes, then 

Shakira instructs us to change 

directions (and swap feet) to 

see which is our stronger side. 

Amazingly, my hoop is still 

rotating around my middle. 

Fears are allayed. 

About 20 minutes into the 

45-minute class, I’m already 

feeling it in my core and I’m 

sweating. But the music, as 

well as the variation in moves, 

keep me going. There’s a  
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C
AST YOUR MIND 

BACK TO PLAYTIME 

AT SCHOOL.  

Remember the hula hoops, 

arguably the most frustrating 

bit of playground equipment 

there was? Tantalisingly 

appealing in all their bright 

and stripy glory, actually  

using one was a complete 

nightmare. In fact, the time  

I spent with a hula hoop as an 

optimistic 10-year-old only 

ever ended in frustration and 

bruised ankles. So when some 

18 years later I signed up for 

my first hula hooping fitness 

class, I was sure I’d be the 

laughing stock. 

IT’S A GIRL THING
There’s a reason for that, 

according to Anna Byrne, 

international hoop performer, 

fitness instructor and founder 

of HulaFit (hulafit.com), a new 

and growing network of hula 

hooping exercise classes. ‘We 

women, in particular, think 

we’re going to fail – it’s a 

predisposition!’ says Anna. ‘But 

change your mentality and do 

what you can. You may look 

funny a few times, but the more 

you learn to save the hoop 

with your body, the quicker 

you’ll master the technique.’

I decide to take Anna’s 

comments on board as I make 

my way to the HulaFit class in 

London’s Paddington. But 

more on that later. First, let’s 

hear why a childhood pastime 

that no one could ever do is 

among the best ways to slim 

and lift in all the right places.

‘The hoop adds resistance, 

so it’s a brilliant core workout,’ 

says Anna. OK, we’re listening. 

‘It’s a full body workout, and 

as well as burning calories, 

hooping strengthens your 

core, tones your bum and 

thighs and improves your 

co-ordination and muscle 

memory. Everyone can do it. 

It’s not particularly aimed at 

one gender, age or body type.’ 

Anna also shines a light on 

why women everywhere do 

well during hooping classes, 

but most still can’t keep up 

the kids’ hoops in the garden: 

fitness hoops are weighted, 

A RECENT 
STUDY 

showed that 
after six 
weeks of 

regular hula 
hooping*, 

women 
dropped 

3.4cm from 
their waists 
and 1.4cm 
from their 

hips
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FITNESS

HOOPS 
WE LIKE

l HulaFit Workout Hoop, 
£20, hulafit.com This 1kg-

weighted hoop has a 41in diameter. 
The heavier weight and size make it 

easier for beginner hoopers.
l Bopster Just Be… Fitness And 
Exercise Hoop, £13.99, Amazon 

With weights from 1.2kg to 1.5kg, the 
hoop comes apart in six sections, 

making it ideal for take-it-
anywhere exercising.
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FITNESS

mix of steady stance 

hooping, walking in 

circles (tricky) and squats and 

lunges (really tricky). My 

favourite is the beanpole: 

bring your feet together, 

squeeze your thighs together 

and raise your hands above 

your head. I could happily 

hang out here and still feel 

like I got a great workout in.

Afterwards, I feel as if I’ve 

done 100 sit-ups – plus my 

heart rate is up. Yes, we all 

dropped our hoops at  

some point, and there were 

definitely some bruised 

ankles, but most of all it was 

great fun (and quite unlike 

any playground memories).

Hooping classes are always 

cropping up, so search online 

for one in your area. Or just 

get yourself a weighted hoop 

(see previous page) and 

follow Anna’s tips, below, to 

try it at home. Suddenly the 

bright colours and stripes are 

appealing again. I think they 

call that coming full circle…
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❛It’s a fun way 
to keep active, 
and such an 
easy thing to 
do at home❜

session! For the next week  

or two, I kept trying and 

eventually, in a kind of eureka 

moment, I found the rhythm  

of keeping the hoop up.  

Julie told me I’d start to 

develop ‘muscle memory’,  

and I think I have.

I pick up the hoop whenever 

I feel like it, and do 10 minutes 

to music I like. I’m keeping the 

hoop up for longer and longer, 

but I’m not stressing about 

dropping it. I’m regarding it  

as a bit-by-bit process, which  

I think is fair enough at my 

age. I love that I can now keep 

the hoop twirling without it 

clacking on the floor. 

It’s such an easy thing to do 

at home and I’m aiming to 

whittle down my waist and tone 

my tum. Hooping is a fun way 

to keep active and enjoy life.’

HEATHER CUPIT, 73,  
is an at-home hooper  
who demonstrates that 
age is no barrier.
‘I’m not sporty, although I like 

to walk and swim. I live in a 

studio flat, so I can’t squeeze  

a fitness machine in. Initially,  

I was looking for something  

to do as and when I feel like  

it during the colder months.  

I found a hooping tutor, Julie 

Bowles (thehoopclub.com),  

in my area and we arranged  

a half-hour session in my flat.

Teachers advise that 

beginners start with a heavy, 

wide hoop and Julia brought  

a few for me to try. We started 

with a lengthy warm-up for 

my unaccustomed muscles.

I told Julie I’d be happy to 

keep the hoop up for three 

continuous circles in the first 

1 GET THE HOOP AROUND YOUR WAIST 

and stand with one foot forward. If you 

want to spin left naturally, put your left foot 

forward, and vice versa. Eventually you’ll want 

to try both directions.

2 
GIVE THE HOOP A REALLY GOOD SPIN. 

You want it to be completely horizontal  

and spin around your body on its own for two 

to three rotations before you start rocking 

backwards and forwards.

3 
IF YOU FEEL THE HOOP IS FALLING, bend 

your knees and scoop your hips underneath 

the hoop to bring it back to your waist.

ANNA’S TIPS 
FOR KEEPING  
YOUR  
HOOP UP 

CASE 
STUDY

hfg
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